Being Nice Hasn\222t Protected Sweden.
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\225 The Grinch Steals Christmas.
Sweden, a country that has prided itself on its good sense, openness, decency, and
neutrality has suddenly encountered the unexpected: the terror war coming home to
them. Fortunately, the suicide bomber who wanted to blow up Swedes doing their
Christmas shopping was incompetent\227and he succeeded only in blowing up himself. You
can be sure that the Swedes are now revisiting their practices regarding Islamist
immigrants, as have all other European countries that have been under attack.
On December 15, the Security Police in Stockholm presented a report on
\223violence-prone networks\224 in Sweden. They conclude there are perhaps 200 Jihadis in
the country, about 30 of them trained in Somalia. These networks live in three of
Sweden\222s major cities: Stockholm, Gothenburg, and Malmo. Malmo has long been
identified as having a social democratic City Council that is so pro-Muslim that a
large part of the Jewish population has left the city.
An audio file in Swedish and Arabic was sent to the Swedish news agency ten minutes
before the jihadist suicide bomber killed himself in one of two explosions in central
Stockholm. The audio said: \223Now the Islamic state has been created. We now exist
here in Europe and in Sweden. We are a reality. Now your children, your daughters and
your sisters will die as our brothers, our sisters and our children are dying.\224
While we in the west protect freedom of speech, the Islamists fight it. \223Insulting
Islam\224 in print or cartoon is enough motive for murder. Will we start censoring
ourselves as a result of this?
The bomber was Abdulwahab Al-Abdaly, a 29-year old citizen of Sweden whose Iraqi
parents were given sanctuary from the horrors of Iraq. He was a typical young
Swede\227wearing bluejeans, spiked hair, and was once a disc jockey until he married a
fanatical Muslim woman in Luton, England who, according to her grandmother, \223turned
her husband into an extremist.\224 She is in hiding with her three beautiful children,
including the youngest, who is named Osama (to honor 9/11, it seems). Wife Mona
Thwany, a Romanian, was converted to radical Islam on a trip to North Africa.
Sweden is also in the news because of its arrest warrant against anarchist publisher
of other people\222s mail, Julien Assange. Assange is accused of rape\227and his defender
s
are sure that this is a frameup\227showing how Sweden is the lap dog of the United
States, whose diplomatic cables were stolen by an American soldier and broadcast on
line to the world by WikiLeaks. Assange\222s techno-terrorist organization.
\225

WikiLeaks\222 Tarnished Underbelly.

Reason.com has done a little investigating of WikiLeaks and has found that one of
its most trusted operatives is a Swede with the pseudonym \223Israel Shamir\224 (a.k.a.
Adam Ermash or Joran Jermas). Shamir\222s job is to select and distribute the stolen
cables to Russian news organizations. Echo Moskvy radio in Russia has identified
Shamir as the fabricator of a cable that claimed that there was collusion among those
who walked out on Iran\222s president Ahmadinejad\222s nasty speech to the United Nations
in October. Shamir calls Amhadinejad the \223brave and charismatic leader\224 of Iran.
He refers to the Auschwitz death camp as \223an internment facility attended by the Red
Cross, not a place of extermination. He told a Swedish journalist that \223it\222s every
Muslim and Christian\222s duty to deny the Holocaust.\224
\225

More Suicide Attacks Planned.

Iraqi authorities have obtained confessions from captured insurgents who claim al
Qaeda is planning suicide attacks in the United States and Europe during the
Christmas season. The Iraqis have notified Interpol about this, and note that the
Swedish attack was probably part of this plot. American security officials consider
these threats credible.
\225

Even Iran is Under Attack.

Suicide bombers killed at least 39 people and wounded dozens more December 15. Sunni
Baluchi terrorists had targeted a procession of Shiite Muslims in a town in
south-east Iran. The Iranian government accused the US of complicity\227although the US

has blacklisted this group, Jundallah, as terrorists. This thing is indeed global.
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